Pulmonary embolism associated with use of bone cement during hip arthroplasty.
Main circulatory (heart frequency, HF, intra-artery pressure, AP ECG) and respiratory (arterial oxyhemoglobin saturation SaO2, end-tidal CO2) arterial gas-analysis (HGA) parameters were recorded continually during cemented hip arthroplasty in 70 consecutive non-selected patients. The use of cement did not cause any change in the parameters obtained in 21 of the cases, reduction in arterial oxygen pressure (PaO2) ranging from 11% to 38% was observed in 44 cases, associated with simultaneous reduction in ETCO2 in 11 cases. The reduction in ETCO2 was an isolated finding in 5 of the patients. AP decreased by more than 10% in only 2 cases and there was arrhythmia in another 2 cases. These findings are strongly suggestive of pulmonary embolism encouraging the hypothesis of gas embolism previously suggested by other authors. In patients with little coronary or pulmonary reserve use of cement means an increased risk of severe hemodynamic complications.